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Let Q be a compact subset of and C(Q) the set of all continuous functions/:
Q -; t. A given function IE C(Q) is approximated with respcct to the uniform
norm by elements of an n-dimensional Haar subspace V. Though the best approx

imation is in general not strongly unique, it can be shown that strong uniqueness is
a generic property if and only if the compact set Q has at most n isolated points.

I, STRONG UNIQUENESS

Let Q be a compact subset of the complex plane let C(Q) denote the set
of continuous complex valued functions endowed with the uniform norm
II ' II, and let V be an n-dimensional Haar subspace of C(Q);

V= spanjL',. C2 .... , C"I' ( 1. 1)

We best approximate a given f E C(Q) with respect to V. I.e.• we want to
determine a fj E V such that

!If -- L~II = min Ilf -- t'l·
l'E r

Let EI v) denote the set of extremal points of the error function f ~ v,

E,{v) := jz E QIII! ~ v II = !f(z) - c(z)1 [. (1.2)

Let Rey (1m y) be the real part (imaginary part) of y E "We define for
any qJ E I-n. nl and z E Q:

w(z,qJ)=ei"'(vj(z), .."v,,(z»E t". (1.3)

a(z,cp)= (Re w(z,qJ),-!m w(z,qJ»E p2". (104)
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Let us consider for each v E V the representation

Then we get

Re(eiq>v(z)) = (a(z, rp), a)

(1.5)

(1.6)

with a = (a I"'" a2n ) E IR 2n and ( , ) the usual inner product in IR 2n.

The vectors a(z, rp) play an important role for characterizing best approx
imations. Instead of extremal signatures (Rivlin and Shapiro [12], Brosowski
[2]) we use a generalization of the notion of "reference" of Stiefel [141.

DEFINITION 1. R = {(Zj' rp) 11 ~ j ~ m} is called a reference if there
exist positive numbers AI' A2 , ... , Am such that

with

m

'\' A.= 1_ ] '
j=l

rank(A) = m - 1,

A·A =0,

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

and (LlO)

The numbers Aj (1 ~ j ~ m) are called characteristic numbers of the
reference R. Because of (1.7) and (1.8) these numbers are uniquely deter
mined.

DEFINITION 2. A reference R is a reference with respect to the error
function f - v, if

eiq>(f - v)(z) = Ilf - vii,

for each (z, rp) E R.

Then we get the following simple and concise characterization of the best
approximation V.

THEOREM 1. V is a best approximation to f if and only if there exists a
reference R with respect to f - v.
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It is well known that the best approximation is unique. Each reference R
with respect to the optimal error function f - ii satisfies the inequalities:

n+ 1~IRI~2n+ 1.

From the numerical point of view it is important to know sharper results
about the quality of uniqueness. It would be desirable if the best approx
imation could be strongly unique.

DEFINITION 3. The best approximation 17 to f is strongly unique if there
exists a real number y > 0 such that

ilf-vll~ + y liv

for each v E V.

However. Newman and Shapiro 19/ have shown that the best approx
imation I": to f is in general not strongly unique: For any bounded
neighbourhood U of vthere exists a real number I' > 0 such that

+ y liv ( 1.11 )

The inequality (1.11) is sharp. Strong uniqueness for the best approximation
is closely related to the number of points of the references. One can show the
following

THEOREM 2. L7 is a strongzJ' unique best approximation to f if and only if
there exist a finite number of references R k (k = 1,.. ., s) with respect to f - L7

such that the vector space !R 2n is the span of

(For a proof see Brosowski /31.) As a consequence we get a result of
Gutknecht 161: If there exists a reference R with respect to f - v such that
1R I = 2n + 1, then v is strongly unique.

2. STRONG UNIQUENESS AS A GENERIC PROPERTY

We denote by

m(f) := min{1 R II R reference with respect to f - v"}. (2.1 )
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so m(f) is the minimal length of a reference with respect to the optimal error
function f u. Defining

(2.2)

we can formulate our main result as

THEOREM 3. TInt I is open and dense in C(Q) if and only if Q has at
most n isolated points.

The main tool for proving Theorem 3 is the following lemma.

MAIN LEMMA. If Q has at most n isolated points and iff E Tm' m ~ 2n,
then there exists for any e >0 a function 1E Tm t \ such that

Ilf-111 ~e.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Q have at most n isolated points. Then by the
preceding lemma, TIn +\ is a dense subset of C(Q). Let us assume that TIn +\
is not open; then there exists a functionf E TInt \ and a sequencefn ---+ f such
thatfn 6t TInt \. Denoting by un the best approximation of fn we may find a
reference Rn with respect to fn - un such that IRnl ~ 2n. Because Q is
compact we may assume without loss of generality that R n ---+ R as n ---+ 00.

Moreover the best approximation Un converges to the best approximation U
off. Thus R or a subset of R is a reference with respect to f U. As 1R 1 ~ 2n
this contradicts f E TIn + 1 •

Conversely, let Q be a set with at least n + 1 isolated points
Z l' Z2'"'' Zn+ l' We determine Aj E C (1 ~ j ~ n + I) such that

ntl

,-' IA·1_ J

j~l

and
n+l

,,-, AjV(Zj) = 0
\

for each v E V. Since V is a Haar subspace, each Aj is different from zero.
Using the extension theorem of Tietze 18] we get a function f E C(Q) such
that Ilfll = 1, If(z)1 < 1 for each Z =1= Zj' and

for j 1, 2,..., n + 1.

From Theorem lone concludes that 0 is the best approximation off and
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Since each Zj is an isolated point, there exists a neighbourhood U off such
that for the best approximation v~ of g E U we have

Hence U c Til + I and therefore T2n I I is not dense in C( Q).

From Theorem 3 we may deduce that strong unicity holds almost
everywhere in C[ Q]. To be more precise we use the following topological
terminology 1101.

DEFINITION 4. A subset A of a topological space X is residual iff A is
the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of X. A
property is called generic iff this property holds for a residual subset of X.

Hence we get from Theorem 3-keeping in mind the second part of the
proof to this theorem-the following.

COROLLARY. The property Hf has a strongly unique best approximation"
is generic in CI QI if and only if Q has at most n isolated points.

We want to emphasize that the set T2n + I is in general properly contained
in the class of functions with strongly unique best approximations. For
example, the function f(z) z" has 0 as a strongly unique best approx

imation on the unit disk, but f(z) E Til + I 1131 (compare the final remarks in
the last section).

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA

Let R = 1(Zi' qJ) II <. j <. m f be a reference with respect to f - [": satisfying
(1.7}-(1.9). We divide the proof into two steps:

(A) First we construct a reference R l' !R 11 = m + l.

such that

i(f v)(z) - e-i"i ilf - viii <. ~ for j = 0..... m. (3.1 )

(B) Then we show that there exists 1 E C(Q) such that 111- <. I.:.
Ef.,fi ) = R I' and R I is a reference with respect to1- i':.

In order to prove (A) we use the fact that at most n points of Rare
isolated. Therefore we may assume that the points z I • Z 2 ..... Z m 11 are not
isolated. Defining for (z, qJ) E Q X I-n:, n:),
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we consider the matrix
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b(z,Q)=a (Z,fP- ;),

a(Zn' Q)n)
b(ZpfPl)

(3.2)

(3.4)

Since V is a Haar subspace, we conclude that rank(B 1) = m.
Hence it is possible to extend A (A defined in (1.10)) by a vector b(Zk' Q)k)'

1~ k ~ m - n, to a matrix B 2 of rank m. We may assume that k = 1,

a(zl'Q)l)

b(z p Q)l)

a(z2' Q)2)

With the same argument as above the matrix

a(zl, Q)l)

b(z I' Q)I)

(3.5)

a(Zn' Q)n)

b(zn' Q)n)

has rank(B3) = 2n. Hence, reordering the points Zj' 2 ~ j ~ n, we may
suppose that the matrix

a(zp Q)l)

b(z I' fPl)

a(z 2n-m+ l' Q)2n-m + I)

b(Z2n_m+ l' Q)2n-m+ I)
a(Z2n-m+2' Q)2n-m+2)

with C E IR ~~_I satisfies rank(B4) = 2n.

(3.6)
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Next, we define for Ip E (0, nI2),

Then rank (B 5) = 211 and

165

(3.7)

ttl

2 la (zl,lpl+/fJ)+a(zplpl Ip)f+ \' Aja(Zj'Ip;) = 0. (3.8)
cos Ip j 2

Replacing in the first row of B, the point z, by a point z" E Q nearby::, we
get

(3.9)

Using continuity arguments we may fix /fJ >°and a real number () > 0
such that for iZo - Z ,I < 6 the inequality

(3.10)

holds for k 0, I with Iflo -Ifl, =!p. Now let us assume that () is small
enough such that rank(B 6 ) rank(B;) = 211 if Izo - z I < (), and. moreover.
in view of (3.8) any nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation

(3.11 )

satisfies ,i/o * 0, .il l * 0, sgn(Po) = sgn(pj)' Considering a solution of (3.11)
with flo = Aj /2 cos Ip we may write the part with respect to the row vectors
a(z;, Ip;) and b(z;, Ip;) as

!II

= \. (u;a(zj' Ip;) + fJ;b(z;, Ip))
j 0

!II

= \. Ka(z. Ip + VI)
J J J J

o
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with Ko = f.lo' K I = f-l l , K j > 0, and IjJj E I-H, H) for 2 :S; j :S; m, Thus we get a
positive solution of the equation

13.121

where

(

a(zo' 1fJ 1 + ljJo) ).

Bo= a(zl,IfJI+W1) .

a(z", , 1fJ", +- W"')

If Zo -> Z I we get et j -> Aj and fJj'~ 0; hence IjJj -~ 0 for 2 :S; j ~ m. Moreover.
rank(B 7 )->rank(B 2 )=m. So rank(B 7 l=m if Zo is close enough to Ii

Summarizing: For any I: > 0 we may find Zo E Q, real numbers ljJi' 7[

IjJj<H, and positive numbers K j such that (3.12), rank(B 7 )=m and

hold for j = 0,... , m. Thus the set

/((')1 ' 'I
/:

l7:. ~-----

2

R,=j(Zj,rj)j) O:S;j:S;m,rj)j=IfJ,' ljJi:

is a reference, The step (A 1is proved.
Concerning (8 1 there exists, using the extension theorem of Tietze 181, a

function g E C(Q 1such that

(g - zn(z;J = e Ui l! -- 17 1,

'i g - L711 = ilf- C i,
I(g - D')(zll < :11 -- z7 1

Now we get from (3.13) and (3.14),

forj=O, .... m, (3.14)

(3.l S I

for each zE Q-jzo,.... z"'f. (3.16)

. I:
(j - g)(z;)l :S; 2'

Next. we have to show that there exists such agE C(Q 1with
Let us, therefore, define

M = jg E C(Q) 1 g satisfies (3.14)--(3.16)f.

M is a nonvoid and convex set. We assert that

inf III - gll:S;!.....
~E·H 2

(3.17 )

g < I:

(3.18 )

(3.19 )
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If gEM and III - gil = e/2 +J with J > 0, we set

S:= lZEQII(f-g)(Z)I)~+ ~~.

167

Hence by (3.17), Zj (/; S for j = 0,..., m. Again using the theorem of Tietze
18], there exists a function hE CCQ) such that

h(z)=/(z)

(h - 6)(zj) = e ;(j;j III - vii
and

Ilh - vii = III - vii·

Defining for a E (0, 1)

for each Z E S,

for j = 0,... , m,

go: = a . g + (1 - a) . h,

it is readily seen that go: E M and for Z E S we have

(3.20)

1(f-go:)(z)I=la(/-g)(z)l~a(~ +J). (3.21)

For z E Q - S we get

1(/ - go:)(z)1 ~ 1(/ - g)(z)1 + (I a) I(g - h)(z)1

e J
~ 2 +T + 2(1 a) III - vii·

Fixing

(
1 J I )

a=max T' I-Sill-vii'

we get for z E Q - S

For z E S we get either 1(/ - ga)(z)1 ~ el4 + J/2 or

(3.22)
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Summarizing, we get
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e
II! - gall <; 2" +K . 6, (3.23 )

where K = max(L 1 - e/16 II! - vii),

Since K is independent of 6, the assertion (3.19) follows from (3.23).
Hence there exists IE CCQ) such that (3.14)-(3.16) and II! -111 < e hold.
Thus v is the best approximation of1, EJ.v) = R l' and R 1 is a reference with
respect to 1- v. Step (B) and the lemma are proved.

4. REMARKS

A given error function is optimal if and only if there exists an associated
reference. If! is analytic in a region Q and V = IIn' the set of polynomials of
degree <; n, then many of the known best approximations are not strongly
unique, since the error curve has less than 2n + 3 extremal points (Rivlin
and Weiss [13], Geiger and Opfer [5]). Ryzakow considers Zolotarev's
problem on the unit disk: though the approximations given in [14] fail to be
optimal in general, one may easily prove that the optimal error curve has
exactly n + 2 extremal points (or Zolotarev's problem coincides with the
Chebyshev problem). Hence for Zolotarev'sproblem the best approximations
are not strongly unique.

On the other hand there exist problems on the unit disk such that the
optimal error curve is a perfect circle with winding number n + 1 (Al'per
[11, Klotz [7] , Trefethen [15]). Using Theorem 2 it is readily seen that in
this case the best approximation is strongly unique. But this phenomenon
occurs very rarely since the function! has to be a rational function.

Therefore it is an open question whether Theorem 3 is true or not if one
restricts the approximation to analytic functions f in a Jordan region, for
example, the unit disk, with respect to polynomials.
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